
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of principal. If you are looking for
an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for principal

Ensure compliance with Quality systems health and safety requirements for
all work conducted
Take the needs and challenges of a client and formulate a technical roadmap
and technology solution that will support their business strategies and goals
Manages the project scope, execution strategies and critical paths
Partners with GPDO leadership and relevant committees in review and
tracking of project with an emphasis on strategy
Proactively manage changes in project scope and create contingency plans in
a constantly changing environment
Manage the identification of potential issues or obstacles and achieves
resolution or plans contingencies and follow issues through to resolution
ensuring that all team issues arrive at a singular conclusion or
recommendation
Identifies and proactively drives high quality project deliverables,
dependencies, and critical path items
Management responsibility for programs includes matrix management of
multi-disciplinary, cross-functional, global team members
Generates collaboration, cooperation, and communication across and
between functional team members obtaining buy in of all team members to
integrated product strategy
Communicate, coordinate, and negotiate with internal and external partners
on project progress and work with the GPDO Senior Management to balance
operations execution with project strategy managing through project
changes and milestone delays
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Being registered as a Professional Engineer in the State of Wisconsin is
preferred
Must be proficient with computers and software programs, including
familiarity with AutoCAD, Revit, Microsoft Office, and engineering discipline
specific software, coordination
Ideal candidate will have leadership experience
Must be a strong communicator and provide high levels of customer service
to internal stakeholders
Should have an interest in and knowledge of sustainability
Excellent and effective communication skills at the executive level (sales,
product ops, CSO, ACS, partners and customers)


